Age-related physiological changes in humans are linearly associated with age. Naturally, linear combinations of physiological measures trained to estimate chronological age have recently emerged as a practical way to quantify aging in the form of biological age. In this work, we used oneweek long physical activity records from a 2003-2006 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) to compare three increasingly accurate biological age models: the unsupervised Principal Components Analysis (PCA) score, a multivariate linear regression, and a state-of-theart deep convolutional neural network (CNN). We found that the supervised approaches produce better chronological age estimations at the expense of a loss of the association between the aging acceleration and all-cause mortality. Consequently, we turned to the NHANES death register directly and introduced a novel way to train parametric proportional hazards models suitable for out-of-thebox implementation with any modern machine learning software. As a demonstration, we produced a separate deep CNN for mortality risks prediction that outperformed any of the biological age or a simple linear proportional hazards model. Altogether, our findings demonstrate the emerging potential of combined wearable sensors and deep learning technologies for applications involving continuous health risk monitoring and real-time feedback to patients and care providers.
Many physiological parameters demonstrate profound correlations with age. This observation has led to the growing popularity of "biological clocks", designed as linear predictors of chronological age from, e.g., DNA methylation 1 , gene expression 2 , plasma proteome 3 profiles, etc. A broader acceptance of the biomarkers of age, however, will depend on a better understanding of the observed correlations to the incidence of specific diseases, improved transferability of the models across populations and reduction of costs of the studies. We note, that large-scale biochemical or genomic profiling is not impossible, but is still logistically difficult and expensive. Instead, the recent introduction of low-power and compact sensors, based on micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) has led to a new breed of the wearable and affordable devices providing unparalleled opportunities for the collecting and cloud-storing personal digitized activity records in a fully standardized and controlled way. This tracking is already done without interfering with the daily routines of hundreds of millions of people all over the world. Moreover, the analysis of human locomotion has already led to widely accepted health recommendations, such as the "10,000 steps per day" minimum activity advisory 4 , which is now a basic health recommendation in many wellness applications. We have recently shown that a simple set of hand-engineered features, representing statistical properties of one-week long human physical activity time series can be used to produce digital biomarkers of aging and frailty 5 . Deep learning is a powerful tool in pattern recognition and has demonstrated outstanding performance in visual object identification, speech recognition, and other fields requiring hierarchical analysis of input data. Recent promising examples in the field of biomedical signal analysis include convolutional neural networks (CNNs) trained to process electrocardiograms showing cardiologist-level performance in detection of arrhythmia 6 , biomarkers of age from clinical blood biochemistry 7, 8 or electronic medical records 9 , and mortality prediction 10 . Inspired by these examples, we explored deep learning architectures for Health Risks Assessment (HRA) applications, involving human physical activity streams from wearable devices. First, we trained a series of deep CNNs to predict the chronological age of NHANES participants and obtained a substantial improvement over a multivariate linear regression fit from the same signal. By design, every such supervised biological age estimation aims at minimizing the difference between the predicted and the actual chronological age of the same individual. This quantity is referred to as aging acceleration and is associated with prevalence of disease [11] [12] [13] and mortality [14] [15] [16] . Therefore, we found, as expected, that any improvement yielding a decrease in the age prediction error rate often translates into a reduced ability to differentiate among disease states or mortality risks.
Thus we conclude that the chronological age of an individual may not the best target for biological age model development. More sensible ways to quantify aging should involve the inclusion of metrics characterizing life expectancy, disease burden or frailty. In this study, we focused on mortality as the ultimate health status variable and proposed a novel technique to train a proportional hazards model in a form, suitable for an out-of-the-box implementation with modern deep-learning toolkits. We used the death register and raw one-week long time series representing physical activity records of NHANES participants and obtained the best results with a deep CNN architecture, simultaneously and automatically producing the set of features engineered from the raw physical activity time series and the most accurate non-linear representation of the risks function. Altogether, our findings demonstrate the emerging potential of a combination of wearable sensors and deep learning technologies for future HRA applications involving continuous health risk evaluation and real-time feedback to patients and care providers.
Results
Deep learning chronological age from physical activity records. The "biological age" is a quantitative measure of aging -and thus an expected lifespan -based on biological data. State-of-the-art approaches for biological age evaluation take advantage of the strong association of physiological variables with age and thus rely on linear (see, e.g., DNA methylation age 1, 17 ) or non-linear regressions 7, 8, 10 to estimate the chronological age of an individual directly from the biological data. Following these examples, we started by building a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) trained to predict the chronological age of the same NHANES participants from the raw one-week long physical activity records. We used CNN to automatically extract relevant features from time series (see, e.g. 6 ) and to unravel the apparent non-linear dependencies between the locomotor activity variables and age. We trained the CNN_Age model with four convolution and two dense layers (see Materials and Methods for the details of the CNN architecture). The model achieved Pearson's r = 0.75 between the estimated and the chronological age of the study participants, see Fig. 1A ).
To highlight the superior performance of the CNN_Age, we also characterized a regularized multivariate regression, trained to predict chronological age from a linear combination of hand-crafted features, representing statistical properties of the physical activities time series, borrowed from 5 . The result was the REG_Age model, which is similar by design to the most commonly used biological age metrics, such as, e.g., DNA methylation clock, a regularized linear regression of DNA methylation features to the chronological age 1, 17 . REG_Age worked fairly well, but was inferior in accuracy to CNN_Age (Pearson's r = 0.68, see Fig. 1B ).
In our recent study 5 we observed that Principal Component (PC) analysis reveals that most of the variance in the multi-dimensional parameter space spanned by all NHANES participant representations is associated with chronological age. Therefore, we proposed the first principal component score as the unsupervised definition of biological age, PCA_Age (Pearson's correlation coefficient of the first PC score and chronological age r = 0.59, see Fig. 1C ). PCA_Age does not change much at first, but increases approximately linearly with age thereafter, roughly, the age of 40, and exhibits an excellent correlation with the negative logarithm of average daily activity 5 . Figure 1 . Accuracy of age-predicting models. The biological age estimation according to deep convolutional neural network CNN_Age (A), the multivariate regression REG_Age (B), and the unsupervised PCA_Age (C) models. The solid lines and the transparent ± standard deviation bands are color coded as green, blue, and red, representing the whole population, the patients diagnosed with diabetes by a doctor, and individuals with selfreported high blood pressure, respectively. All the calculations were produced using the NHANES 2003-2006 cohort wearable accelerometers data, comprising one-week long activity tracks (1 min −1 sampling rate). CNN_Age outperformed any other model in terms of the chronological age prediction accuracy. REG_Age and PCA_Age used the same set of physical activity derived features. Therefore, the CNN performed well and extracted the relevant set of age-associated properties of the raw time series in a fully automated way.
Improved chronological age estimation accuracy undermines the biological age association with diseases and lifespan. Patients diagnosed with diabetes or hypertension appear to be biologically older than their healthy peers, see Fig. 1A -C. To find out if the biological age difference translates into a lifespan change, we used NHANES death register representing survival data for 7837 participants (3750 male, 4087 female, aged 18-85, follow-up time up to 9 years, 701 participants died, in total). Figure 2A -C show a summary of Kaplan-Meier survival curves for NHANES participants, stratified into the high-and the low-risk groups according to the difference between the estimated biological age of an individual and the averaged estimated age of gender-and age-matched peers. The procedure is similar in spirit but formally different from and produces better results than the group separation according to the sign of aging acceleration. Using the predicted biological age as the reference naturally offsets the apparently non-linear relation between the biological and chronological age.
The unsupervised PCA_Age model fared exceptionally well and produced significantly different survival curves (p = 2 × 10 −7 , see Fig. 2C ). The increasing accuracy of chronological age estimation by each of the two supervised models, however, came at a price of a significant drop in the ability to distinguish the longer-and the shorter-living individuals. The multivariate regression REG_Age and the deep CNN_Age models failed to rank the individuals according to mortality risks (p = 0.08 and p = 0.01, respectively, see Fig. 2A,B) .
The apparent progressive loss of biologically relevant information by increasingly accurate models, involving a regression to chronological age, highlights the biological significance of aging acceleration, a quantity closely related to the chronological age determination error from the physiological data.
Biological age is a non-trivial factor in health risk assessment. Health Risk Assessment (HRA) is a systematic approach to collecting information from individuals that identifies risk factors, provides individualized feedback, and links the person with health-promoting interventions, see, e.g. 18 . Biological age acceleration is associated with major diseases, and hence we asked ourselves if any of the biological age models could provide any useful additional information and improve health risks evaluation accuracy over standard HRA questionnaires.
HRA approaches involve capturing demographic (such as age and gender), lifestyle (including exercise, smoking, alcohol intake, diet), and physiological (e.g., weight, height, blood pressure, cholesterol) characteristics 18 . To model a HRA we turned to all-cause mortality, as an ultimate variable characterizing an organism with respect to overall health and aging. We built a Cox proportional hazards model including the most important demographic, lifestyle and physiological factors, see Table 1 for the summary of the model parameters. We then tested the statistical significance of the biological age estimators in association with all-cause mortality using a Cox proportional hazards model with the corresponding aging acceleration and the health risk factors taken as covariates, see the top of Table 2 for the summary of the results. The biological age scores were corrected by the health risks factors in advance to avoid possible fitting instabilities due to potential collinearity between the covariates. In this way, we Figure 2 . Performance of the biological age models to distinguish between the longer-and the shorter-living individuals illustrated with Kaplan-Meier survival curves. Each participant was classified into the "high-" and the "low-" risks groups according to the deep convolutional neural network CNN_Age (A), the multivariate regression REG_Age (B), and the unsupervised PCA_Age (C) models. The p-values characterize the survival curves separation significance. explicitly tested the biological age residual for the ability to explain the risk function variance that is not already accounted for by the standard HRA factors.
As in every statistical test so far, the unsupervised PCA_Age model prediction produced the largest proportional hazards effect, HR = 1.45 (p < 10 −10 ). The supervised REG_Age and CNN_Age models achieved better age predicting accuracy at the expense of biological significance loss, see the upper-left column in Table 2 . The multivariate regression REG_Age provided a smaller yet significant effect, HR = 1.31 (p < 10
−10
). The most accurate chronological age estimator CNN_Age, however, failed to produce any statistically significant contribution (p = 0.3). Therefore, at least in our model scenario, two of the biological age estimators, PCA_Age and REG_Age, produced biological age measures that substantially improve patient health risk estimation beyond any standard procedure involving HRA metrics.
On the other hand, the negative logarithm of the average daily physical activity is a good biological age proxy 5 and provides a highly significant contribution to the hazard function (p < 10
), see Table 1 . We checked explicitly and found that none of the biological age models estimations produced any proportional hazards effect, once the physical activity level is included as an independent HRA variable, see the upper-right column of Table 2 ,
Deep learning mortality model improves health risks assessment performance. Next, we explored whether we could build a useful health risks prediction model involving signatures of aging or diseases beyond biological age. Proportional hazards models (PHM) in or Cox-Gompertz-20 variants are trusted tools for such an analysis and are readily available as standard software, including a recent deep learning architecture implementation 21 . We employed CNN to automate extraction of the most relevant features from the raw time series. To train a CNN to predict mortality, we would need a PHM likelihood as the network cost function in a form, suitable for an efficient minimization with back-propagation. Naturally, we expected that the contribution to the all-cause mortality (or hazard ratio) of features, associated with the locomotor activity to be small on top of the already significant effects of age, gender, and the other HRA factors. Therefore, instead of implementing a full non-linear likelihood minimization, we performed a linear perturbation theory expansion of the Cox-Gompertz likelihood. The result was a simplified linear model, closely related to regression to Martingale residuals, or the unexplained risks variance of the model involving the standard HRA factors. More importantly, the cost function was formally equivalent to a linear regression with sample weights and therefore can be implemented out-of-the-box, with essentially any modern deep learning software (see Materials and Methods).
We used the proposed linearized version of the Cox-Gompertz proportional hazards model to train a deep CNN. The network received raw physical activity streams and performed considerably better than our reference, a linear hazard predictor built using the same perturbation theory expansion but with the help of hand-crafted features from 5 and already used here as descriptors by REG_Age and REG_Age models. The deep CNN hazard rate model outperformed all the biological age scores above, see the bottom of Table 2 . Both the linear and the CNN hazard rate predictors produced a significant association with the all-cause mortality after a correction by age, gender, diabetes, smoking and high blood pressure (p < 10 −10 , see the bottom-left column of Table 2 ). The correction by the negative logarithm of the average daily physical activity made the hazard prediction of the linear hazard model statistically irrelevant. The CNN hazard rate model predictor remained significant, HR = 1.15, (p = 0.0003). Assuming proportional hazards model this contribution accounts for, approximately, 1.6 years of life gained or lost at the standard deviation level. The most significant association of the CNN hazard rate model residual after detrending by the physical activity level and the major HRA factors with the NHANES Questionnaire and Laboratory data variables was the self-reported "general health condition" (labels "excellent/ very good" vs "fair/poor").
Discussion
We report a systematic investigation of biological aging acceleration in relation to disease states and all-cause mortality in a large-scale human study. In particular, we used the NHANES physical activity records along with the medical meta-data and the death register to produce a series of biological age models. The most popular supervised learning examples, such as a multivariate regression and a deep CNN, exploit the apparent linear Table 2 . Association of the biological age-and all-cause mortality -predicting models with all-cause mortality.
Two class of models were evaluated: one including the HRA parameters: age, gender, diabetes, smoking and hypertension as covariates (the left column) and the other including additionally the negative logarithm of the average daily physical activity (the biological age proxy, the right column). The corresponding 95% hazard ratio intervals are given along with the significance p-value and the effect levels, expressed in years of life lost (see the text for details).
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dependence of physiological changes with age and hence were trained to produce a chronological age estimate from individual locomotor activity time series. Both cases involved a minimization of the biological age acceleration, the difference between the "physiological" age, estimated by the model and the chronological age of an individual. Alternatively, we used an unsupervised technique taking advantage of the intrinsic low-dimensionality of the aging trajectories, closely related to criticality 5, 22 of the biological state variables kinetics, and thus presenting a natural biomarker of age from Principal Component Analysis (see, e.g. 23 for a more detailed discussion of PCA in the context of biological age determination).
To date, different forms of regularized multivariate linear regressions of biologically relevant variables to chronological age are the most popular technique behind the recently proposed biological age signatures, such as, e.g., biological clocks using IgG glycosylation 24 , blood biochemical parameters 25 , gut microbiota composition 26 , and cerebrospinal fluid proteome 27 . The "epigenetic clock" based on DNA methylation (DNAm) levels 1, 17 appears to be the most accurate and the most extensively studied measure of aging. The biological age acceleration, measured by the DNAm clock, explains all-cause mortality in later life better than chronological age 14 , is elevated in people with HIV, Down syndrome 11, 12 , obesity 13 , but is not correlated with smoking 28 . The same biomarker of age is lower for super-centennial's offspring 15 , and predicts mortality in a longitudinal twins study 16 .
By design, such a supervised methodology involves a form of minimization of the biological age determination error, i.e., an attempt of minimizing the difference between the predicted "physiological" age and the chronological age of the individual. This is, by definition, the biological age acceleration, a presumably biologically relevant variable. Therefore, we expected and provided an evidence for here that a systematic improvement of the chronological age determination error minimization leads to an immediate degradation of the biological age acceleration significance in any test, involving health or risk of death. Our calculations show that the loss of biological information can be aggravated if even more powerful machine learning tools, such as deep learning architectures, are employed to unravel complex and possibly nonlinear relations between the features in the data and produce even more "accurate" models. The more accurate chronological age estimation from biological samples could nevertheless find applications in forensic studies, see, e.g. 29 .
Diabetes is one of the most significant health risk factors affecting lifespan by shortening life expectancy up to 8 years according to some studies 30 . However, the most popular DNAm clock did not label patients with diabetes diagnosed by a doctor as "biologically older" in at least one study 31 . In our studies, the patients diagnosed with diabetes and hypertension appear to be significantly older biological-age wise according to the unsupervised PCA_Age model 5 . The multivariate regression REG_Age is similar in spirit to DNAm age and produced a less significant separation between the groups of patients with the diseases and healthy controls. It remains to be seen, however, which of the interpretations would be supported with future versions of the DNAm clock, or, if our findings are specific to the source of the signal derived from human physical activity time series properties, known to be associated with both of the diseases.
Physical activity measurements recorded by wearable devices are, in theory, an ideal data source for building fully automated HRA systems for continuous health risk monitoring and real-time feedback to patients and care providers. The unsupervised PCA_Age and a linear multivariate regression REG_Age yielded valuable biological age models producing a biological aging acceleration estimate predictive of all-cause mortality, even after detrending by the HRA variables. The more accurate models, such as REG_Age and the deep CNN_Age predictors explained a lesser degree of the death risk variation, respectively. We also observed, as expected, that an explicit addition in a HRA routine of a variable in high correlation with the biological age, such as the negative logarithm of the average daily activity, makes any of biological age predictors statistically irrelevant.
The idea of identifying patterns in biological signals in association with phenotypic differences is not new 32 . However, deep CNNs bring the idea to an entirely new level and are particularly useful for automation of the most relevant features engineering from the data in relation to human activity recognition 33, 34 , specific diseases or risks factors 10 . To demonstrate CNN capabilities for all-cause mortality evaluation from physical activity records, we introduced a novel way to train a proportional hazards model effectively. We started by observing that the fundamental HRA factors such as age, gender, and major disease status allow for the production of an excellent survival model. Therefore, the expected contribution of any combination of the locomotor activity derived features, after detrending by the HRA variables, would be expected to be small. Under the circumstances, the full mortality can be obtained by iterations, with the zero-order approximation model being the Cox-Gompertz mortality model, embracing the HRA descriptors as independent covariates. The first subsequent perturbation theory correction is then equivalent to a regression with sample weights, depending on the zero-order model parameters (a generalization of the method for a more generic non-parametric mortality model is also possible and will be reported elsewhere). The statistical power of the method is limited by the total number of death events, note the explicit dependence in Eq. (3) in Materials and Methods. In that view, ubiquitous deployment of wearable sensors promises unparalleled opportunities to achieve large population-wide coverage and thus to make possible the identification of additional smaller health risk effects at significance levels in the future.
The unsupervised PCA_Age yields an important insight on the dynamics of the physiological state in association with age. Biological age turns out to be related to an order-parameter, associated with the organism development and as such, undergoes a random walk on top of the systematic aging drift 5, 22 . The variance of the biological age distribution increases with age, which is a sign of the increasing heterogeneity of the human population. The effect is a challenge to supervised methods, such as regressions to biological age and even proportional hazards models. We envision future improvements of mortality prediction models by taking into account the diffusion of the biological variables into the likelihood function directly. Given the success of the unsupervised biological age model in our study, we further expect a development of unsupervised deep learning architectures, such as deep auto-encoders 35 for aging research. Any practical applications of HRA tools based on human physical activity analysis will depend on whether the developed models could perform well across different sources of signals. In our earlier work 5 , we adopted the aggregated descriptors, the transition matrix elements, and a simple form of quantile normalization (see, e.g. 36 ) to demonstrate that the models trained using the NHANES data could be used to predict health risks in UK Biobank 37 cohort. CNNs are more sophisticated tools capable of capturing far more intricate dependencies of the inputs, sometimes at the expense of the model sensitivity to small variations in the data representations inevitable due to population differences 8 as well as to differences in sensors hardware and study protocols. The CNN hazard model in this work is provided as a proof-of-concept example, is trained using NHANES locomotor activity records and, most probably, is not ready for immediate applications to any other human physical activity data source without a prior adaptation.
Life and health insurance programs have begun to provide discounts to their users based on physical activity monitored by fitness wristbands 38 . We report that a deep CNN can be used to further refine the risks models by inclusion of an apparently biological age-independent risk factor, producing a significant effect on lifespan. We believe that the result highlights the power and practical utility of semi-analytic approaches, combining aging theory with the most powerful modern machine learning tools. This synthesis will eventually produce even better health risks models for HRA, to mitigate longevity risks in insurance, help in pension planning, and contribute to upcoming clinical trials and future deployment of anti-aging therapies. Statistical description time series representing physical activity. To calculate a statistical descriptor of each participant's locomotor activity we followed the prescription from 5 . We first converted activity counts into discrete states with bin edges b k , k = 1 … K. Activity level states 1 … K − 1 were then defined as half-open intervals b k ≤ a < b k+1 , state 0 as a < b 1 and state K as a ≥ b K , where a is the activity count value. In this study, we defined K = 8 activity states with bin edges b k = e k − 1, k = 1 … 7. Thus, each sample was converted into a track of activity states and a transition matrix (TM) was then calculated for each participant (see below). To ensure that our analysis dealt only with days on which a participant actually performed some physical activity, we applied an additional filter. Transition matrices (TM) T ij , i = 1 … 8, j = 1 … 8 were calculated as a set of transition rates from each state j to each other state i (the diagonal elements correspond to the probability of remaining in the same activity state). We flattened 8 × 8 TM of each sample into a 64-dimensional descriptor vector and converted the flattened descriptor to log-scale to ensure approximately normal distribution for elements of the locomotor descriptor (a useful property for the stability of the linear models that we applied in PCA and Survival analysis). All near-zero elements (<10 −3 , which corresponds to less than 10 transitions during a week) were imputed by the value of 10 −3 before log-scaling.
Methods
Age predicting models. We compare three age-estimating models. CNN_Age is a convolutional neural network (CNN) model trained to predict the chronological age of an individual based on input raw activity counts track, see Fig. 3 (more details of CNN architecture are described in the relevant section below). The learning curves for CNN_Age model are shown in Fig. 4A ,B. Since Mean Squared Error (MSE) increased after epoch 500-800, we stopped training at epoch 500. The root mean squared error (RMSE) of the resulting biological age model was 14.0 years. The remaining models, REG_Age and PCA_Age, estimate age in response to the vector of hand-crafted features representing statistical properties of the physical activity time series and borrowed from 5 . We trained the models using the activity records of 7186 NHANES participants aged 18-85. REG_Age is a L 2 -regularized multivariate regression trained with 5-fold cross-validation using RidgeCV package from scikit-learn python library. The regularization path exhibits a very shallow minimum corresponding to the RMSE of 14.5 years (the details of the calculation are available on request).
PCA_Age model is based on principal component (PC) analysis of the same set of features with the help of SVD factorization from numpy python library. We retained the first principal component score as the biological age metric and reported the PC score scaled to the chronological age by a univariate linear regression. Given the large dataset size of several thousand samples compared to the descriptor size of as little as 64 transition matrix components, we did not expect an overfit and hence did not use any cross-validation here. The RMSE of the biological age model was 16.1 years. Cox-Gompertz proportional hazards model. According to the Gompertz law 39 , the mortality rate in human populations increases exponentially starting at the age of about 40 40 . Therefore an accurate estimation of a hazard rate, or mortality, for each participant can be obtained with the help of a parametric Cox-Gompertz proportional hazards model adapted from 20 . The model predicts the mortality rate in the form
e xp( )exp( , ) n n n n 0 , where t n is the age of a participant n, x n is a vector of independent predictor variables (covariates), such as the participant's gender and any set of physical activity related descriptors. The variables Γ and M 0 stand for the Gompertz exponent (inversely related to the mortality rate doubling time) and the initial mortality rate, respectively. If the covariates x n do not explicitly depend on age, the unknown parameters along with the vector of quantities β are to be fitted using the experimental data by minimizing the following negative log-likelihood function:
n n n n n n n 0 0 2 where the summation occurs over all the study participants, = Γ − Γ f t t exp( ) exp( ) n n n 2 1 , and t n 1 is the age of a participant when locomotor activity measurements were carried out. The second time variable, t n 2 , is the age at death, if the individual died during the follow-up time or the age of the last observation if the individual was alive, respectively. The indicator δ n = 1 if an individual n is dead at t n 2 and δ n = 0 otherwise. The log-likelihood can be further regularized by adding a proper term depending on a norm of the vector β (L 2 -regularization in our study). The optimization with respect to the scalar variables Γ, M 0 and the vector β can be performed using any convenient technique, including Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm or a batched stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
Perturbation theory expansion in a Cox-Gompertz model. We start assuming there's a well-defined minimum defined by a set of the best fit variables Γ, M 0 and β . Let us now see how the model can be improved if we are allowed to add a set of additional variables ξ to improve the hazard rate model. Once the new parameters are plugged in the likelihood function (1), then, the position of the minimum of the likelihood function (1) also changes. If the corrections to the model parameters δΓ, δM 0 , δβ are sufficiently small, the solution of the minimization problem can be obtained by iterations. In typically small cohorts of human subjects, the simultaneous determination of the Gompertzian variables δΓ and δM 0 is a poorly defined mathematical problem 41 . Therefore the variation of either one of the parameters can be arbitrary set to zero. We choose to fix Γ and without further derivation provide the final expression for the proportional hazards effect:
n n is the total number of the death events in the dataset, and 
. The effect estimation error can also be obtained analytically, 
and depends explicitly on the number of death events, rather than on the total number of individuals, in the study. Up to the appearance of sample-weighted average in the definition of the covariance matrix, Eq. (2) is a regression of independent variables ξ to the martingale residual of the Cox-Gompertz model. The latter is the difference between the actual survival, represented by the indicator variable δ n , and the model mortality, integrated over the duration of the follow-up time for the same individual, ∫
. What is more important, the solution can now be obtained by minimization of an extremely simple cost function
This is nothing else but a sample-weighted regression of ξ n against the properly selected target function
This form of the likelihood optimization can be easily done with any modern software library and hence is far more convenient for machine learning applications than the original Cox-Gompertz likelihood (1).
Significance of locomotor hazards and biological age in all-cause mortality evaluation. We first tested the age and hazard predicting models for the significance of their association with all-cause mortality with the help of a Cox proportional hazards model. Every test included the model prediction for each NHANES participant along with the age (data field RIDAGEMN), gender (RIAGENDR), diabetes (DIQ010), smoking (SMQ040), and hypertension (high blood pressure) (BPQ020). Also, the same test was carried out after including two additional covariates in the form of the average number of activity counts per day and the logarithm of this number, calculated from the physical activity recording tracks. Each covariate except for age were subsequently linearly detrended by all the other covariates and then standardized to zero mean and unit variance. After these preprocessing procedures, the significance for association was tested using Cox proportional hazards model yielding the effect, its 95% confidence intervals (CI) and p-value. The effect was further transformed into the corresponding difference in life expectancy by dividing the effect by the Gompertz exponential coefficient 0.085 per year.
The Cox model parameters and the significance p-values are summarized in Table 2 and were obtained using survival 42, 43 package implemented in R
44
. Alternatively, we obtained the same p-values as probabilities of the effect deviations from zero using the analytically expressions for the effect and the effect determination error given by Eqs (2) and (3).
Convolutional neural networks for biological age and risks of death predictions. We trained a convolutional neural network to convert each physical activity record, a vector of 10080 values, representing subsequent activity counts per minute records (7-day-long recording sampled at 1 min −1 frequency), into a single value of estimated age or hazard rate. The network architecture was similar for both tasks and is shown in Fig. 3 . We identified an optimal architecture for this deep learning model empirically, after exploring a range of combinations of layer depth and size. Before feeding data into convolutional network, we apply Batch Normalization 45 . The network consisted of four convolutional layers with ReLU activation each followed by Max Pooling. The results were imported into two fully connected layers with ReLU activation. We applied the dropout 46 to regularize the dense layers. We used the RmsProp 47 optimizer with learning rate per sample set to 10
, minimal learning rate 10 −17 and momentum 0.9. Dropout rate is set to 0.5 after first 9 epochs, and no dropout was used during these 9 epochs. Finally, output of the last layer is fed into a single linear neuron (a linear regression to the network target) producing the resulting value of age prediction.
The convolutional layers and output dense layer weights were initialized with Glorot uniform initializer 48 . We used a gaussian initializer for the two internal dense layers weights. For CNN_Age model we scaled the weights of the output dense layer by the factor 85 to match the range of the possible output values.
To produce a deep CNN for mortality prediction using the log-likelihood (4), we started by building the simplest "zero-order" Cox-Gompertz PHM including the participant's age and gender as independent covariate. In spite of the very small number of death cases in the data, the Gompertz exponent Γ = 0.088 per year was compatible with the currently accepted mortality rate Γ = 0.085 per year, corresponding to doubling time of 8 years 49 . The initial mortality rate was M 0 = 3 × 10 −5 yrs −1 , and therefore the model predicted 90.02 years of life expectancy, on average (gender contributed 5.2 years of the life expectancy difference).
A CNN trained to predict the linearized proportional hazards model target R n from the raw physical activity tracks generated the best locomotor activity features ξ (output of the last hidden CNN layer) and identified the projection vector β ξ (weights of last linear layer). The values R n were inverse normal transformed and standardized to zero mean and unit variance with custom R 44 script. Figure 4C ,D show learning curves for the training and cross-validation sets. Since some of the cross-validation curves show increase of MSE approximately after epoch 3000, we stopped training at epoch 3000. We tested the CNN output for significance by feeding it to a Cox model along with age, gender, and major risk factors: smoking, diabetes, high blood pressure and, optionally, average daily activity.
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